
ENGLISH 

This half term we will begin by writing 
informal letters. The children will be 

writing letters from the perspective of 
an evacuee during WW2.  

We will move onto writing a descrip-
tion of setting, also based around our 

topic work. 

HISTORY/GEOGRAPHY/SCIENCE 

We will be studying electricity in science 

We will be looking at the experience of 
children during World War 2 in history.  

Linking Schools—over the term we will be 
linking up with a school in Bradford to 

share experiences and learning. This will 
be done remotely.  

ART/MUSIC/PSCE 

Art this half term is all about landscapes. 
We will be looking at the work of David 
Hockney and we will create our own 
paintings and sketches of the landscape 
around us.  

In Music we will be continuing to learn 
the ukulele and developing our perfor-
mance skills.   

We will be studying the wider world in 
PSHE and reflecting on Britain as a di-
verse country within the wider world. 

MATHS 

 Decimals - looking at tenths and   
hundredths including rounding and 
ordering 

 Money - including adding and       
subtracting with money and giving 
change 

 Time - concentrating on analogue 
and digital conversion 

 

Children of the moors 

RE:  

We will be learning about the 
Kingdom of God and asking: 

When Jesus left what was the 
impact of Pentecost? 

ICT 

We will be creating a video advert 
using imported sounds and 
graphics. 

MFL 

In Spanish we will revise and consolidate 
vocabulary around birthdays and dates. 
We will also be learning how to say the 

time.  

We will then move onto describing our-
selves.  

PE 

During PE this half term the children will be encouraged 
to complete the mile challenge . Along side this the chil-
dren will also be developing their tennis skills and play-
ing small sided games. 

Diary Dates 
3rd May—school closed for Bank Holiday 

13th and 14th May—school closed for Eid 

Week beginning 17th May - parent              
consultation phone calls 


